Wind and Percussion Faculty

Jack Wellbaum: Piccolo
Randy Bowman: Flute
Bradley Garner: Flute
Mark Ostoich: Oboe
Carmine Campione: Clarinet
Ixi Chen: Clarinet
Richard Hawley: Clarinet
Ronald Aufmann: Bass Clarinet
Martin James: Bassoon
William Winstead: Bassoon
James Bunte: Saxophone
Rick VanMatre: Saxophone
Phil Collins: Trumpet
Kim Pensyl: Trumpet
Alan Siebert: Trumpet
Duane Dugger: Horn
Randy Gardner: Horn
Timothy Anderson: Trombone
Peter Norton: Bass Trombone
Timothy Northcut: Tuba/Euphonium
Albert Laszlo: Double Bass
Russell Burge: Percussion
James Culley: Percussion
Allen Otte: Percussion
Gillian Benet Sella: Harp

Department of Wind Studies

Rodney Winther—Director of Wind Studies
Conductor—Wind Symphony, Chamber Players, Chamber Winds

Dr. Terence Milligan—Assistant Director of Wind Studies
Conductor—Symphony Band

Cormac Cannon, Masters Conducting Associate
Angela Holt, Masters Conducting Associate
Stephen Lytle, Doctoral Conducting Associate
Matthew Westgate, Doctoral Conducting Associate
Amy Marinello, Graduate Assistant Librarian

Symphony Band

Terence Milligan, conductor
David R. Gillingham, guest composer
**CCM Symphony Band**  
Terence Milligan, conductor

**Flute/Piccolo**  
Minkyoung Cha  
Megan Lomonof  
Jihyun Park  
Ki Lee Young

**Baritone Saxophone**  
Ervin Tormos

**Horn**  
Sean Bresemann  
Catherine Eisele  
C Camden Mullis  
Erin Shannon  
Svetlana Timoshkin

**Bassoon**  
Micah Doherty  
Adam Farmer  
Jonathan Nitz

**Trumpet**  
Evan Barr-Beare  
Alan Bothe  
Paul Futer  
Daniel Kirk  
Emily Moler  
Matthew Perez  
Wesley Sparkes  
Leland Sproul

**Oboe/English Horn**  
Sarah Kendis  
Sara Lynch  
Bethany Merritt  
Jeff Taylor  
Kaitlin Taylor

**Violin**  
Elena Sotolongo

**Trombone**  
Michael Greco  
John Ledden

**Clarinet**  
David Byrne  
Ching-Han Chen  
Amanda Fetherolf  
Alison Mrowka  
James Pytko  
Aaron Shemas  
Andrew Stefaniak

**Bass Trombone**  
Aaron Barrington

**Alto Saxophone**  
Sean Cameron  
Eric Dietrich  
Joseph Montgomery

**Euphonium**  
Hiram Diaz  
Dennis Giotta

**Tenor Saxophone**  
Caitlin Baldwin

**Tuba**  
Kevin Hittle  
James Land

---

*Members of the Symphony Band are listed alphabetically to acknowledge each player’s contribution. They all serve as principal players.*